
Commissions by Dina Buckley 

Thank you for your interest in my artwork! I use artist quality, lightfast media on acid free surfaces to ensure the best 

archival quality. Some of my artwork is posted in my online gallery at www.dinabuckley.com. 

Pricing 

My current prices for colored pencil or pastel work are below.  

Approximate 
Paper Size (inches) 

Price  
(U.S. dollars; shipping is additional) 

9x12 or 10x10 480.00 

11x14 or 12x12 545.00 

12x16 or 14x14 655.00 

15x22 or 18x18 875.00 

I can guarantee these prices through November 30, 2022 with a 

deposit (25%) and signed contract to hold your place in my work 

queue.  

I do a limited number of commissions each year and add 

commissions to my work queue on a first come, first serve basis. 

If my work queue is full, I can add you to my wait list for when I open my queue again. 

Please contact me at info@dinabuckley.com to discuss pricing for multiple subjects, complex backgrounds, other sizes, 

etc. 

Commission Process  

First, we’ll discuss your project, including 

subject, size and composition.  

Before I start working on your finished 

drawing, I’ll do a quick sketch of the design 

we discussed.  

Depending on composition and size, once 

started it may take several months to 

complete a drawing.  I’ll provide you with 

periodic updates so you can see how it’s 

coming along. 

Reference Photos: 

• The higher the quality and more detailed, the better. High resolution, in focus digital photos are preferred. 

• Take photos from a lower level instead of looking down – with the light source ideally behind the photographer 
and not behind the subject.  

• To avoid copyright issues, if you provide a photo for me to use, it must be one you've taken yourself or that you 

can obtain written permission from the photographer for my use.  

• If you prefer and are local to me, for an additional fee, we can arrange a time and place where I can take 
reference photos of your subject. I’ll then provide a few selections for you to choose from.  
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